
HERE AT STONY BROOK - Monday, Nov. 22, 1982 

THEME UP AND OUT 

There are few fig~S whose names and roles are 

known throughout the world. In the roll call of history, the 

list must include Leonid Brezhnev and Lech Wallesa. Today we 

will be talking about these two powerful figures on the world 

scene. 

Hi, everybody. This is Al Oickle ... and this is "Here 

at Stony Brook," a weekly program brought to you from the campus 

of the State University of N~~, herf'::'C;~Zt~._ .~~~ 
U. t'll ~t. N~ , Uf' ~."jIl) 

(.t;)I. Wlll be talking today ~bout the late pres dent ~~ 

of the Soviet Politburo, Leonid Brez~nev, and about the popular ~~ 

Polish labor leader, Lech Wallesa. Both have been in the news ' ~ 

recently. '¥" 
With me are two faculty members, here at Stony Brook. 

Gary Marker is an assistant professor in the Department of History. 

He earned his Ph.D. degree a~the University of California at Berkeley • 
.... --rriiil'(.A.I - ~ 

his academic spec~alty is FUssian social and in lectual history . .... 
Dr. Marker, on the scale of Soviet leaders since the Revolution, how 

would you rate Leonid Brezhnev? ~ ~ 

Also here today is Professor Ed~. Czerwinski, from 
A 

the Department of Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures. 

He has his Ph. D. from the unver~ty of Wisconsin and~s fieldsll include 
~ ,~\C. ~ 

Russian literatur~ and comparat v~ literature. Dr. Czerwinski, you 

have a special interest also in Poland. 

INTERVIEW SHOULD COVER: 2 separate unrelated events 
Brezhnev - his career and impact 
Yuri Androj?ov 
Lech W~lesq 
The Pope and Poland 
Reagan and USSR/Poland 
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